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Tunable optical delay lines are one of the key building blocks in optical communication and microwave systems. In this work, tunable optical delay lines based on integrated grating-assisted contradirectional couplers are proposed and experimentally demonstrated. The device performance is comprehensively improved in terms of parameter optimization, apodization analysis, and electrode design. Tunable group delay lines of 50 ps at different wavelengths within the bandwidth of 12 nm are realized with a grating length of 1.8 mm. Under thermal tuning mode, the actual delay tuning range is around 20 ps at 7.2 V voltage. At last, a new scheme adopting an ultra-compact reflector for doubling group delay is proposed and verified, achieving a large group delay line of 400 ps and a large dispersion value up to $5.5 \times 10^6$ ps/(nm·km) within bandwidth of 12 nm. Under thermal tuning mode, the actual delay tuning range is around 100 ps at 8 V voltage.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Optical delay lines have wide applications in optical communication and microwave photonics systems [1–8]. In optical communication, the main functions of optical delay lines cover signal synchronization, optical buffers, time-division multiplexing, and so forth. In microwave photonics systems, the most eye-catching application of phased array antennas highly relies on the beam-forming technology, which is usually controlled by the array of true-time delay lines.

In general, there are two approaches to the physical implementation of optical delay lines. The most direct and easiest approach for tunable group delay is changing the optical physical distance [9]. For instance, typical schemes are dependent on the selection of long or short delay paths in each stage by Mach–Zehnder interferometer switches [10–12]. Recently, a novel scheme of hexagonal integrated waveguide mesh configurations was proposed for the implementation of compact discrete and continuous optical true-time delay lines [13]. Although this approach is very intuitive and simple, the implementation of long time delays comes at the cost of large dimension, and the tunable accuracy is commonly limited by the shortest distance between switches.

The other approach to generating optical delay lines is employing resonant enhancement devices such as the microring resonators, photonic crystal waveguides (PhCWs), and Bragg gratings [14,15]. Among them, microrings are the most compact device, and can achieve continuously tunable delay. However, the delay-bandwidth product of a single microring is limited by $2/\pi$ [16]. To increase the delay-bandwidth product, all-pass filters and coupled resonator optical waveguides with several cascaded microrings have been employed with compact structure and large delay [17–22]. In PhCWs, the strong optical confinement and slow light effects were used to realize true-time delay as well, which reduced the footprint and power consumption [23–27]. However, both of the microrings and the PhCWs suffered from high loss, which hindered the real applications. Recently, chirped Bragg gratings have been applied to realize true-time delay with low loss and wide operating band. Electrically tunable optical true-time delay lines which introduced a p-n junction in the Bragg gratings to tune group delay at a fixed wavelength were first proposed in Ref. [28]. Ultra-compact graphene-based integrated microphotonic tunable delay lines have been designed that exhibit short optical switching time, large delay range, low loss, and weak power consumption [29]. However, these two tuning techniques are just in the theoretical design stage.

Combining tapered Bragg gratings and thermo-optical effect, continuously tunable delay lines based on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) tapered Bragg gratings have also been proposed and verified experimentally [30,31]. Although tunable linear delay lines with low loss and wide band have been realized, they are still far from being ready for use in grating-assisted delay lines.
In this paper, we propose and experimentally demonstrate tunable optical delay lines based on integrated grating-assisted contradirectional couplers. An optimized apodization method is chosen to suppress the ripples of the transmission spectrum and delay lines. Afterwards, devices with various parameters are fabricated and the impact of each parameter on the performance of the device is analyzed. To solve the problem of high heater resistance caused by the long gratings, a design of parallel electrodes is proposed that shows better heating efficiency. With the optimization methods just mentioned, tunable group delay lines of 50 ps within the bandwidth of 12 nm are realized with grating length of 1.8 mm. We combine grating-assisted contradirectional couplers with an ultra-compact reflector for double delay in the same size, and the fabricated 6 mm device can achieve a large group delay of 400 ps and dispersion value of up to $5.5 \times 10^8$ ps/(nm·km) within the bandwidth of 12 nm.

2. PRINCIPLE AND CHIP FABRICATION

Figure 1 shows the scheme of the proposed integrated grating-assisted contradirectional couplers. It consists of two tapered stripe waveguides with different widths, and the Bragg gratings are formed on the sidewall of the wider one. The two port widths of the wide waveguide are $w_1$ and $w_1 + \Delta w$, and the two port widths of the narrow waveguide are $w_2$ and $w_2 + \Delta w$. The general chirp types of Bragg gratings are index chirping and period chirping. Index chirping is chosen here because linear variation of the effective index is more robust than varying the grating period [30,31]. The grating period of $A$ is kept the same along the transmission direction with duty cycle of 50%. The grating number, $N$, determines the grating length $L = N \times A$. The width of the gratings $w_g$ and gap between the two waveguides also require optimization to introduce proper contradirectional coupling into the design.

Since the Bragg gratings are not infinite in length, the Fourier transform of the gratings with rectangle function is typically a sinc function. This means the side-lobes and ripples will produce proper contradirectional coupling into the design. With the optimization methods just mentioned, tunable group delay lines of 50 ps within the bandwidth of 12 nm are realized with grating length of 1.8 mm. We combine grating-assisted contradirectional couplers with an ultra-compact reflector for double delay in the same size, and the fabricated 6 mm device can achieve a large group delay of 400 ps and dispersion value of up to $5.5 \times 10^8$ ps/(nm·km) within the bandwidth of 12 nm.

The Bragg gratings are chosen with $L = 710.4 \, \mu m$, $w_g = 50 \, \mu m$, $w_1 = 570 \, \mu m$, $w_2 = 470 \, \mu m$, $\Delta w = 20 \, \mu m$, gap = 180 nm. Figure 2(a) shows that the ripples of the transmission spectra are reduced when asymmetric cosine apodization is applied. In addition, the bandwidth loss of 1/3 cosine apodization is lower than that of 1/2 cosine apodization. In Fig. 2(b), the ripples of group-delay spectra are well suppressed when asymmetric cosine apodization of either 1/3 or 1/2 cosine is applied. Ultimately, 1/3 cosine apodization is selected due to its superior performance.

The central wavelength of the Bragg gratings follows the Bragg equation,

$$\lambda_c = 2n_{eff}A.$$

Here, $n_{eff}$ and $A$ are determined by the device, so devices with various parameters are fabricated to investigate the effect on the transmission spectrum. The lengths of the fabricated devices are all about 1.8 mm, with $N = 6000$. Figure 3(a) shows the measured transmission spectra for different chip samples. One can see that the transmission spectra are redshifted with increasing grating period, which agrees with the equation. In Fig. 3(b), the waveguide widths are designed as $w_1 = 600 \, \mu m$ and $w_2 = 500 \, \mu m$. With wider waveguides, the effective index of the waveguide increases, which results in the redshifting of all the transmission spectra. In addition, the bandwidth of the wider waveguides is about 9 nm, which is smaller than that of the narrower waveguides. Next, chirp rate is varied by different $\Delta w$ of 10 nm and 20 nm. Figure 3(c) shows that large chirp rate results in a wider reflection bandwidth, i.e., 6.8 versus 12 nm. The measured results in Figs. 3(a)–3(c) are all based on unapodized gratings. In Fig. 3(d), unapodized and asymmetric apodized devices are compared, and it should be noted that the passband spectra of the gratings are smoother thanks to the apodization design.

The proposed structure is fabricated on a commercial SOI wafer which consists of a 250 nm silicon layer and a 3 μm buried oxide layer. First, the waveguide patterns are defined by electron beam lithography (EBL) on the commercial SOI wafer, and then the silicon is dry etched by the inductively coupled plasma etching process. Second, a 2 μm thick silicon dioxide layer is deposited using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). Finally, the heaters are formed by depositing metal layers on the SiO2 layer. Figures 3(e) and 3(f) show the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of fabricated apodized and unapodized structures before
PECVD deposition. It should be noted that the fabrication process requires high resolution of EBL to achieve slight amplitude modulation along the waveguide.

The tunability of time delay lines is achieved by the thermo-optic effect of the heating electrodes. A 100 nm thick titanium strip is deposited on top of the oxide cladding for thermal tuning, and 10 nm thick gold is deposited as conductive electrode. However, due to the millimeter-scale length of the Bragg gratings, the fabricated heating metal layer length is also millimeter-scale, with a large resistance. For example, the resistance of the strip heaters (type I) in Fig. 4(a) is measured as 12 kΩ with a 1.71 μm wide, 1.8 mm long titanium strip. In this case, the spectrum drift is only 0.3 nm, and even the applied voltage is up to 20 V. To enhance the heating efficiency, heaters with parallel circuits (type II) are designed to reduce the resistance. The resistance of the type II heaters in Fig. 4(a) is measured as 70 Ω with a 3 μm wide, 100 nm thick, 1.8 mm long titanium strip. As shown in Fig. 4(b), type II heaters can achieve 4.68 nm spectrum drift when the applied voltage is 8 V. The heating efficiency is enhanced by about 94 times at 8 V voltage. The micrographs of the type I and type II devices are shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. In this part, we propose a type II heater to improve heating efficiency for narrow and long waveguides. Of course, this is not the only way to reduce resistance; an alternative way is to increase the thickness and width of the heaters. However, the large width of the heaters will lead to a lower heating efficiency. Furthermore, increasing the thickness will be more expensive, and sometimes the thickness is limited by the standard process flow. The type II design offers the possibility of implementing a high-efficiency metal microheater by simply changing the design on the planar layer.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental setup for the measurement of group delay is shown in Fig. 5. The optical carrier is provided by a tunable laser source (TLS) with +10 dBm optical power. Then the launched light passes through the polarization controller (PC1) and 10 GHz intensity modulator (IM). The 10 GHz radio frequency (RF) signal is loaded on the IM through the RF amplifier. Afterwards, a 10 GHz modulated sinusoidal signal is created. The signal is then injected into the proposed device via PC2, and is finally detected by an oscilloscope (OSC). The PCs are used to maximize the efficiency of mode coupling. The two erbium-doped fiber amplifiers are used to compensate link loss, and the attenuator is used to protect the OSC. The fiber-to-fiber insertion loss is about 6 dB. When the input wavelength changes within the passband, the detected waveforms will have different time delays. By comparing the time delay at different wavelengths, the group delay lines can be calculated.

There are two modes for delay tuning using optical delay lines. One mode is to tune the time delay by changing the optical carrier wavelength. However, this tuning mode relies...
on a laser source with a tunable wavelength. In most cases, the laser source has a fixed wavelength without tunability. Another mode is to tune the time delay by the drift of dispersion curve driven by the loaded voltage. In this case, the laser source does not need to tune its wavelength. To prevent the breakdown of the metal microheater, the driving voltage is limited to less than 8 V, thus restraining the maximum delay tuning range. This can be further improved by optimizing electrode thickness and resistance characteristics. In the measurement that follows, the two cases both will be discussed.

Figure 6 shows the measured spectral responses and group delay lines of unapodized and asymmetric apodized fabricated devices of 1.8 mm length. In the absence of voltage, the passband of the unapodized device in Fig. 6(a) is 12 nm. The insertion loss near the band edge at the short-wavelength side (1541.4 nm) and long-wavelength side (1552 nm) are 0.5 and 2.7 dB, respectively. In Fig. 6(b), the passband of the apodized device is 8 nm. The insertion loss near the band edge at the short-wavelength side (1536.5 nm) and long-wavelength side (1544.2 nm) are 1.33 and 2.6 dB, respectively. It can be seen that the passband of the apodized device is smoother than that of the unapodized one, and both spectra can maintain the same shape under different voltages of 0, 5.2, and 7.2 V. We also notice that the apodization method brings ripple suppression at the cost of bandwidth reduction and delay loss. In Fig. 6(c), the total time delay of the unapodized device in the passband is about 55 ps, and when the device is operating at heating status, the group delay lines have large fluctuations. In Fig. 6(d), the total delay of the apodized device is reduced to 50 ps, but both the linearity and consistency have been improved. A figure of merit to evaluate the delay line performance is the loss per ns delay increment (in dB/ns unit). This parameter is 40 and 25.4 dB/ns for the unapodized and apodized device, respectively. Compared to the parameter in Refs. [30] (9.6 dB/ns) and [31] (21 dB/ns), the device loss can be further reduced by waveguide mode optimization. In conclusion, the apodization method can improve the performance of Bragg gratings in terms of spectral flatness, delay line linearity, and optical loss.

When the laser wavelength is scanned within the passband of the gratings, the output optical signals will have different delay values. To demonstrate the delay tunability, we measured the output waveforms with different wavelengths after propagating in the apodized device, as shown in Fig. 7. The gray dot curves and red curves in Fig. 7 represent the 10 GHz input sine waveforms and delayed waveforms, respectively. By changing the optical carrier wavelength from 1535 to 1545 nm, the delay tuning range is about 50 ps. In addition, there is no distortion in the output waveforms at a modulated bandwidth of 10 GHz. Under thermal tuning mode, the actual delay tuning range for the devices is around 20 ps at 7.2 V.

For the schemes based on chirped Bragg gratings, the maximum group delay is limited by the grating length. To improve the group delay of a certain length, we propose a method to combine the scheme with an ultra-compact reflector [34] for doubling group delay, as shown in Fig. 8(a). The reflector is set at the original output port of the contradirectional couplers, so the light of different wavelengths can return to the input port through different paths. A Y-branch is introduced at the input port, so it introduces an extra loss of about 6 dB. This method improves the utilization of the Bragg gratings. It should be noted that the use of a reflector can obtain a doubled delay amount, but an insertion loss of about 6 dB is introduced by the Y-branch at the input port. The use of a Y-branch is convenient for measurement, and it can be removed in the practical application. Despite the Y-branch, the insertion losses are almost the same compared to a grating of double length, and the proposed device has more compact size. In the future, we can reduce the chip size with a spiral pattern design [35,36].

The micrograph of the fabricated device with 6 mm long Bragg gratings is shown in Fig. 8(d). The reflector has a compact size of 5 μm × 5 μm, which has almost no impact on the
overall device size. The resistance of type II heaters in Fig. 8(d) is measured as 60 Ω with a 3 μm wide, 200 nm thick, 6 mm long titanium strip. The measured spectral responses and group delay lines of the fabricated device are shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c). In Fig. 8(b), the passband of the device is 12 nm. The insertion loss near the band edge at the short-wavelength side (1536.5 nm) and long-wavelength side (1549 nm) are 7 and 15 dB, respectively. In the group delay measurement, a 5 GHz modulated sinusoidal signal is employed as the test signal. In Fig. 8(c), the measured group delay can achieve 400 ps within the passband of 12 nm. The delay lines have a slope of 33 ps/nm, indicating a positive chromatic dispersion of $5.5 \times 10^6$ ps/(nm·km), which is enhanced by $3.2 \times 10^5$ times compared to the dispersion of single-mode fiber with 17 ps/(nm·km) dispersion. Compared to recent research about dispersion engineering, our chip design may pave the way for on-chip large-dispersion units with a compact size [37–39]. With increasing applied voltage, a redshift occurs in both the spectral responses and group delay lines. However, due to the reflection between the Y-branch and reflector, there are some ripples in the transmission spectra, and the transmission has a larger attenuation at the longer wavelength. When the applied voltage is up to 8 V, distortion occurs in the group delay lines. Due to the long waveguide length, the waveguide and heater distribution cannot be completely uniform in the propagation direction. Since the waveguide is heated unevenly, the transmission spectrum resonates at some wavelengths, resulting in a sudden change in phase, so the delay at some wavelengths fluctuates. Further optimizations are required to avoid resonance among the device.

Due to the large group delay fluctuations and dispersion of the grating-assisted contradirectional couplers with an ultra-compact reflector, we use a narrow-bandwidth optical signal of 5 GHz to evaluate the performance of the device. The gray dot curves and red curves in Fig. 9 represent the 5 GHz input sine waveforms and delayed waveforms, respectively. With the input wavelength increasing from 1536 to 1550 nm, 400 ps delay tuning range can be achieved. We can see that the delayed waveform at 1540 nm has slight distortion, which is caused by the group delay fluctuations. In general, the output waveform can maintain sine waveform within the passband.

4. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we propose and demonstrate tunable optical delay lines based on integrated grating-assisted contradirectional couplers. We studied and optimized device performance.
from several aspects, including parameter optimization, apodization analysis, and electrode and large delay design. Finally, tunable group delay lines of 50 ps at different wavelengths within the bandwidth of 12 nm are realized with an apodized Bragg grating length of 1.8 mm. The delay tuning range under thermal tuning mode is about 20 ps, and it maintains good linearity and consistency at different voltages. In addition, a novel structure combining the gratings-assisted contradirectional couplers with an ultra-compact reflector is discussed and a large group delay of 400 ps within the bandwidth of 12 nm is achieved. The delay tuning range under the thermal tuning mode is about 100 ps. A dispersion value up to 5.5 x 10^6 ps/(nm·km) with bandwidth of 12 nm is demonstrated in the communication band. Our work paves the way for on-chip tunable delay lines and large-dispersion devices.
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